Exploring Carbon Emissions from CR7 with ALMA at Lancaster University:
Prior to the internship I was excited but scared, I was the only first year doing the internship
working with people in older years so I was worried I would find everything a lot more
challenging in comparison. I was also a little apprehensive about working with new people
who are older and more experienced. I was looking forward to learning how to use the
software and to develop my skills and we were told at the meeting that besides the main
project, the internship will involve one entry to a group outreach blog each week, that we, as
a team, created. This was an aspect I found very useful in making sure I was organised and
helped me to keep track of my method and results for future reference later on. We also had
to present our results in the final week and having the blog entries already meant that creating
the PowerPoint was a much easier task.
We got a real taste of what it was like to be researcher over the 6 weeks here at Lancaster
University, being involved in every aspect of the department. We attended group meetings
weekly, with the lecturers, MSc and PHD students of the astro group, where we presented the
progress we had made in the last week. At first this was a daunting task but everyone was
very welcoming so it wasn’t long before I started to feel a lot less nervous and found these
meetings useful for feedback and improvements to our work and also for preparing me for the
final presentation.
We also attended journal club once a week, where a member of the astro group would
present a paper they had read in the last week and it would be discussed. I found this to be
really interesting and it helped everyone to keep up to date with current research whilst
seeing other’s opinions. Towards the end of the internship I even presented a paper myself
that I had read, titled ‘The Resilience of Life to Astrophysical Events’. This was a useful
experience because reading and understanding papers is key for studying physics past
bachelor level so I am grateful to have been given the chance to learn more effective ways of
how to do this, as prior to the internship I hadn’t read any physics papers of this level.
During the internship, I was working in a group with two other students where we would
complete all the work individually but compare as a group. I have really enjoyed working
individually and figuring things out on my own but also being able to ask team mates when I
needed help or direction. I don’t think I would have enjoyed the internship as much if I was
working solely on a project as at the beginning I wasn’t always sure what I should be finding
from my tasks and doubted myself, mainly due to a lack of confidence in such a new
environment. However, being able to compare with team mates was reassuring and we helped
each other out whenever one of us came across a problem. This is one of many aspects that
has increased my confidence in physics and made me doubt myself a little less so working
solely in the future should be less daunting.
Our project for the six weeks, involved looking at CR7, a high redshift Lyman Alpha emitter
galaxy modelled to be made up of three clumps A, B and C. Using a 3D data cube from
ALMA (Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array) we were able to look at CII
emission from CR7 and its surrounding regions. The CII line is often used as an alternative to
Lyman Alpha to trace star formation. It is a known coolant of the interstellar medium (ISM)
and can tell us more about the early conditions of the ISM shortly after the big bang
providing a greater understanding of the Epoch of Reionisation and what caused this.

By measuring the CII luminosity in the images and correcting for noise, we produced a
catalogue of the number of real sources we found. This was compared to the number of
sources expected within the cubes volume and a value for the over density of this region was
calculated. We looked to see if the sources we had found had an optical correspondence in
the Hubble images of CR7 and its surrounding regions and extracted the CII spectrum of our
sources in order to look at them in more detail. We managed to optically confirm at least one
other galaxy in the surrounding region of CR7 and spectrally confirm several more. This was
exciting because this region of sky has never been looked at in this detail before so we were
the first people to look at these galaxies. Using real data from ALMA was incredible and
reminded me of why I chose a physics degree and what I am working towards.
With our project, we were given initial direction but then left to work on it independently.
The week that our supervisor, David Sobral, was at NAM (National Astronomy Meeting), so
therefore it was more difficult to ask questions, actually turned out to be one of the most
productive week as we worked together on modifying the codes we were given to make them
more efficient for us. I found this really rewarding to figure it out on our own and really
enjoyed this week because we made a lot of progress. The script we were editing and then
running determined the noise of the image just like we had previously been doing by hand, on
a smaller scale, in the first weeks of the project, to get an understanding of exactly what the
script was doing.
With little prior astrophysics knowledge, I have found this internship extremely informative
and I have learnt so much, both physics knowledge/skills and how to work best
independently. I started the internship worried that maybe I didn’t know enough to be able to
do the tasks and have realised now that it is more than okay to not know everything, the idea
is to learn on the job and we learn so much every day. The last few weeks has provided me
with many more skills outside of my usual definition of physics, such as coding, that I will be
able to apply to my studies over the next few years and has also helped me to improve my
confidence greatly in so many different ways and I am very grateful for that.
Through getting to know the lecturers more and chatting with them at the tea and coffee
mornings me and one other intern, who also studies here at Lancaster, have made plans to set
up an Astronomy society in the next academic year with one of the astro group teaching us
how to use the University’s telescope so that we can get more experience and even teach
other students. I am very excited to see how these plans progress.
This internship has been an incredible experience opening my eyes to what research is really
like and even getting my name as a coauthor on a paper that is to be published later on in the
year. I cannot describe how exciting this was to find out! Before I didn’t realise how much
travelling astrophysicists got to do which is something I am really interested in incorporating
into my future career. The experience has definitely led me to decide I want to do a PHD and
hopefully go into research as I progress with my studies. I would recommend undertaking an
internship to anyone who is unsure and stress not to be put off by fear of not having enough
prior knowledge because I have learnt that this worry is irrational and in order to grow as a
person we must do the things that scare us.
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